Team 2 Inspection

Josh Goss – Team chair member
Capasso, Golovchenko, and Stubbs Lab

We were very please to find very little to report for each lab. Here's a summary of our findings:

**ASL/Golovchenko:** New safety officer (Aaron) needs to update his contact info on the ER flipchart as well as the Chemtracker signage. Calcium gluconate will expire before next safety inspection (exp. in December). Recommend that the safety officer replaces it now.

**Capasso:** Lab needs a lab coat rack to be installed closer to cleanroom, can facilities help with that? Alarm in the fume hood is not functioning, can facilities fix that?

**Stubbs:** Commercially available lamps that emit UV light are used on optics table. The safety inspectors are unsure what the criteria are for EH&S Radiation dept. certification. Does EH&S need to measure the UV intensity of these light sources while configured in a typical experimental setup?

Many thanks!
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